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We study a class of sieved Pollaczek polynomials deﬁned by a second-order difference
equation (three-term recurrence relation). The measure of orthogonality is determined
by using the Markov theorem and the Perron–Stieltjes inversion formula, and is shown
consisting of an absolutely continuous part and a discrete part with inﬁnitely many mass
points. Uniform asymptotic approximations of these polynomials for large degree n are
derived at a turning point αn and a critical point βn , involving respectively the Airy
function Ai, and A = − 12 Ai+ i2 Bi. Darboux’s method, the method of steepest descents, and
various uniform asymptotic techniques such as cubic transformations are used to derive
the results. Asymptotic formulas for the least zeros, the largest zeros, and the zeros on
both sides of βn are also obtained. Several numerical examples are provided to compare
the approximate zeros with the true values.
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1. Introduction
In 2001, Siafarikas [12] raised a question, namely to ﬁnd a measure of orthogonality of the polynomials {Pn}∞0 , Pn(x) =
Pn(x;b) deﬁned by the recurrence relation
Pn+1(x) + Pn−1(x) + 2b
n+ 1 Pn(x) = xPn(x), n = 0,1, . . . , (1.1)
with
P−1(x) = 0, P0(x) = 1, and b = 0. (1.2)
It is noted in [12] that the support of the measure is known, and consists of an absolutely continuous part on [−2,2] and
a discrete part with inﬁnity many mass points at 2
√
1+ (b/n)2, n = 1,2, . . . for b > 0, or at −2√1+ (b/n)2, n = 1,2, . . . for
b < 0, thus providing a counterexample of Blumenthal’s assertion.
Comments have been made to [12] by Van Assche [14], that these polynomials are a special case of the Pollaczek
polynomials, and that the measure to be determined is related to the attractive Coulomb potential; see [14] (and the
references therein) for the concepts mentioned above, and also for a remark on Blumenthal’s assertion.
Both authors of [12] and [14] seem not aware of an earlier paper of Charris and Ismail [3]. The question in [12] had
actually been answered in [3] for more general case. In fact, the second-order difference equation considered in [3] is
(n+ 1)Pλn+1(x;a,b) = 2
[
x(n+ λ + a) + b]Pλn (x;a,b) − (n+ 2λ − 1)Pλn−1(x;a,b) (1.3)
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Pλ0(x;a,b) = 1, Pλ1(x;a,b) = 2x(λ + a) + 2b. (1.4)
The Pollaczek polynomials were introduced in Pollaczek’s investigation of a stochastic model of the French Telephone
system, related essentially to queuing theory. Szegö extended Pollaczek’s work by considering more general polynomials
{Pλn (x;a,b)} as deﬁned above in (1.3) and (1.4); cf. [3,4,6,13]. Indeed, Eq. (1.1) is the special case of (1.3) when λ = 1
and a = 0 while b = 0, with a re-scaling x → x/2 and a change of parameter b → −b. While the case λ = 1/2 reduces
to the original Pollaczek polynomials. Szegö also referred to the polynomials {Pλn (x;a,b)} as the Pollaczek polynomials.
Both Pollaczek and Szegö [13] considered the case when λ > 0 and a > |b|, in which the weight is absolutely continuous
with support [−1,1]. In other cases, including (1.1)–(1.2), there are possible co-existence of an absolutely continuous part
and a discrete part of the measure of orthogonality; cf. [3,6], from these references also comes the term sieved Pollaczek
polynomials.
In [3], Charris and Ismail have determined the measure of orthogonality of the polynomials deﬁned in (1.3) and (1.4)
by using the Markov theorem and the Perron–Stieltjes inversion formula; cf. Section 3 below. Also, point-wise asymptotic
approximations are obtained for these polynomials for large polynomial degree n. The main tool used in [3], among others,
is Darboux’s method.
Darboux’s method fails to work near x = ±1 since the branch points of the generating function (compare (2.3) below)
coalesce with each other there. It is therefore desirable to consider the uniform asymptotics of these polynomials, and the
special case (1.1)–(1.2) may serve as a good example.
It is natural to attack the problem via an asymptotic analysis of the difference equation, as was done in Wang and
Wong [15]. However, the method in [15] seems not to be directly applicable in the present situation.
In earlier works [2,18–20], the uniform asymptotic expansions of the Pollaczek polynomials, in the case λ = 1/2 and
a > |b| of (1.3)–(1.4), have been derived. The integral methods are used in the derivation in [2,18], and the Riemann–Hilbert
approach is employed in [20] to serve the same purpose. While full expansions of the extreme zeros are given in [19]. The
present investigation is partially inspired by [20] from a Riemann–Hilbert approach point of view: It seems to us that the
polynomials deﬁned by (1.1)–(1.2) are an appropriate and interesting example in that the measure of orthogonality has an
absolutely continuous part and a discrete part. To fully understand the measure, we may pay attention to the distribution
of zeros, namely the weak asymptotics of these polynomials. To investigate the zeros near some critical points, in turn we
have to study the uniform asymptotic behavior there. This is the main object of the present paper.
In this paper, we derive the uniform asymptotic approximations and asymptotic zeros of the polynomials deﬁned by
Pn+1(z) + Pn−1(z) + 2b
n+ 1 Pn(z) = 2zPn(z), n = 0,1, . . . , (1.5)
with
P0(z) = 1, P1(z) = 2z − 2b, and b = 0. (1.6)
These polynomials differ from those in (1.1)–(1.2) only in a re-scaling of the parameter x → 2z. From (1.5)–(1.6), it is easily
veriﬁed that
Pn(z;−b) = (−1)n Pn(−z;b) (1.7)
for all n and z. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume that b > 0 throughout the paper.
The asymptotic formulas obtained for the polynomials and zeros may be used as the Riemann–Hilbert approach should
apply to these polynomials, with a possible further application to the universality questions in random matrix theory.
We would like to mention a few relevant papers [7,8]. The ﬁrst of which addresses the zero distributions of the Meixner
and Meixner–Pollaczek polynomials and the second is a survey of the methods related to the zero distributions for discrete
orthogonal polynomials from a potential-theoretic point of view. It is also noted in [1] that it is worthwhile to consider the
zeros of the Pollaczek polynomials. The motivation of [2] is actually the determination of the second term of the asymptotic
approximation of the extreme zeros.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we derive large-n asymptotic approximations of Pn(z) for z /∈ [−1,1] and
z ∈ (−1,1) by using Darboux’s method. The measure of orthogonality is determined in Section 3. In Section 4 we list the
critical points in the z-plane, from an integral point of view and via an analysis of the generating function of Pn . The next
few sections are devoted to the uniform asymptotic approximation for Pn(z) at these critical points: The turning point at
x = αn = −1 + b/n is addressed in Section 5 and an expansion is obtained in terms of the Airy function Ai; it is shown in
Section 6 that x = 1 is just an ordinary point; an approximation is obtained in Section 7 for x > βn = 1+ b/n which can be
used to locate the largest zeros; a uniform asymptotic approximation at βn is provided in Section 8, which involves a linear
combination of the Airy functions Ai and Bi. In the last section, Section 9, we give several asymptotic formulas for the least
zeros near αn , the largest zeros near the mass points, and the zeros located on both sides of βn . Comparison has been made
of the approximations with the true values of the zeros.
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We proceed to derive a generating function of {Pn}, namely
F (z,w) =
∞∑
n=0
Pn(z)w
n. (2.1)
Regarding (2.1) as a Maclaurin series in w , from the recurrence relation and the initial condition (1.5)–(1.6) we have(
w2 − 2zw + 1) dF
dw
+ 2(w − z + b)F = 0, F (z,0) ≡ 1. (2.2)
Solving this ﬁrst-order equation gives
F (z,w) = (1− ρ1w)−1−h(z)(1− ρ2w)−1+h(z), (2.3)
where
ρ1(z) = z −
√
z2 − 1, ρ2(z) = z +
√
z2 − 1, h(z) = b√
z2 − 1 ,
in which the branches are chosen such that both (1 − ρ1w)−1−h(z) and (1 − ρ2w)−1+h(z) take value 1 as w = 0, and√
z2 − 1 is analytic in C\[−1,1] and behaves like z at inﬁnity. The domain of w-analyticity of F (z,w) includes the disc
|w| < min{|ρ1|, |ρ2|}.
Based on the generating function (2.3), for ﬁxed z ∈ C\{±1}, we can derive asymptotic expansions of Pn(z) for large n
using Darboux’s method [3,10,16]. We include some details to clarify the derivation. First we bring in a complex parameter θ ,
such that
z = cos θ and
√
z2 − 1= i sin θ (2.4)
for θ in the strip −∞ < Im θ  0, −π < Re θ  π . It is readily seen that the generating function F (z,w) has a pair of branch
points at w = ρ−12 = ρ1 and w = ρ2, and that ρ1 = e−iθ , ρ2 = eiθ . For Im θ < 0, ρ1 is the branch point closer to the origin.
For Im θ = 0, both ρ1 and ρ2 are located on the unit circle of convergence.
First, we consider the case when Im θ < 0 and −π < Re θ  π , or, equivalently, when z /∈ [−1,1]. Expanding the factor
(1− ρ1w)−1−h(z) into Taylor series at w = ρ1, we have
F (z,w) =
∞∑
k=0
gk(1− ρ2w)−1+h+k, (2.5)
here we have written for short h = h(z), and
gk = gk(z) =
(
1− ρ21
)−1−h( ρ21
1− ρ21
)k (−1− h
k
)
,
in which the binomial coeﬃcients are deﬁned as(
α
j
)
= α(α − 1) · · · (α − j + 1)
j! .
The basic idea of Darboux’s method is to approximate F (z,w) by the truncated series
Fm(z,w) =
m∑
k=0
gk(1− ρ2w)−1+h+k, (2.6)
which in turn can be expanded as a Maclaurin series in w , namely
Fm(z,w) =
∞∑
n=0
bm,nw
n, (2.7)
where
bm,n = F
(n)
m (0)
n! =
m∑
k=0
gk(−1)nρ−n1
(
k − 1+ h
n
)
, n = 0,1, . . . .
Also, comparing (2.1) with (2.7), Darboux’s method [3,10,16] implies that
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(
ρ−n1 n
−h−m)= m∑
k=0
gk(−1)nρ−n1
(
k − 1+ h
n
)
+ o(ρ−n1 n−h−m) (2.8)
as z /∈ [−1,1] and n → ∞. The asymptotic nature of formula (2.8) is readily seen since(
α
n
)
∼ (−1)n sinπ(α + 1)
π
Γ (α + 1) n−α−1 (2.9)
for ﬁxed α and large n. In particular, the leading term in (2.8) can be approximated as
Pn(z) ∼
(
1− ρ21
)−1−h
Γ (h)
sin(πh)
π
ρ−n1 n
−h, n → ∞. (2.10)
Now we turn to the case when Im θ = 0 and −π < Re θ  π . Clearly, θ ∈ (−π,0) refers to the lower edge of (−1,1),
and θ ∈ [0,π ] corresponds to the upper edge of [−1,1]. We only consider the case with ﬁxed z = x = cos θ ∈ (−1,1) for
θ ∈ (0,π). As mentioned earlier, this time |ρ1| = |ρ2| = 1, both lie on the circle of convergence, and both contribute to the
asymptotic expansion of Pn(x). Similar to the derivation leading to (2.8), we have
Pn(z) =
m∑
k=0
gk(−1)nρ−n1
(
k − 1+ h
n
)
+
m∑
k=0
hk(−1)nρ−n2
(
k − 1− h
n
)
+ o(n−m) (2.11)
for z = cos θ with θ ∈ (0,π), and n → ∞, where
hk = hk(z) =
(
1− ρ22
)−1+h( ρ22
1− ρ22
)k (−1+ h
k
)
, k = 0,1, . . . ,
gk is deﬁned in (2.5), and use has been made of the fact that h = h(z) = b
i
√
1−z2 is purely imaginary and that |ρ1| = |ρ2| = 1.
A leading term approximation is readily given as
Pn(z) ∼ sin(πh)
π
[(
1− e−2iθ )−1−hΓ (h)eiθnn−h − (1− e2iθ )−1+hΓ (−h)e−iθnnh] (2.12)
for n → ∞, where z = cos θ , θ ∈ (0,π), and h = −ib/ sin θ is purely imaginary. An alternative form of (2.12) is
Pn(z) ∼
{
sinh(π |h|)
π sin θ
∣∣Γ (h)∣∣e(θ− π2 )|h|} sin[|h| ln(2n sin θ) +(θ − π
2
)
+ argΓ (h) + nθ
]
. (2.13)
It is worth noting that (2.8) and (2.10) hold uniformly if z keeps a distance from [−1,1], and (2.11)–(2.13) holds uni-
formly in compact subsets of (−1,1).
We give a further remark on the zeros of {Pn}. Not surprisingly the information for the zeros in (−1,1) can be extracted
from the oscillatory formulas (2.11) and (2.13). Recalling that we have assumed b > 0, in the parameter θ introduced in (2.4),
we see that z ∈ (1,∞) corresponds to θ ∈ i(−∞,0). Hence at a sequence of points z = x j ∈ (1,∞), where
x j =
√
1+ b2/ j2, j = 1,2, . . . , (2.14)
we have h(x j) = j. For ﬁxed x > 1, gk(x) are non-vanishing quantities for all k. Hence we have(
k − 1+ h(x j)
n
)
= 0, for 0 k n− j, j = 1,2, . . . , (2.15)
which means that for ﬁxed j and large n, all terms in (2.8) vanish at x j . We can therefore locate a zero near x = x j if n is
suﬃciently large, as can be seen from the leading behavior shown in (2.10).
It will also be shown in the next section that actually {x j}∞1 are the nodes of the discrete measure of orthogonality, as
appropriately described in [12].
3. Measure of orthogonality
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the procedure to determine the measure of orthogonality. Most of the material in this
section can be found in, e.g., [1,3,6].
Having had the polynomials {Pn(x)}∞0 deﬁned in (1.5)–(1.6), we still need the second solution {P∗n(x)}∞0 of the second-
order difference equation (1.5) with the initial conditions
P∗0(x) = 0, P∗1(x) = 2. (3.1)
Taking into account the orthogonal relation and in terms of the measure dμ of orthogonality, it is readily veriﬁed that
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∫
R
Pn(z) − Pn(y)
z − y dμ(y), n = 0,1, . . . . (3.2)
The support σ(dμ) of dμ is compact, which follows from the fact that the Jacobi operator corresponding to (1.5) is bounded
on the Hilbert space l2, as can be seen from the uniform bounded-ness in n of the coeﬃcients in (1.5). The readers are also
referred to [3,4] for more detailed discussion. Markov’s theorem now reads
lim
n→∞
P∗n(z)
Pn(z)
=
∫
R
dμ(y)
z − y , z /∈ σ(μ), (3.3)
and the limit is uniform in compact subsets of C\σ(dμ). Therefore, if the large-n asymptotic behavior of Pn and P∗n is
worked out, then the Stieltjes transform of the measure dμ is known. The measure can then be founded via one more step,
namely the Perron–Stieltjes inversion formula, as follows:
M(z) =
∫
R
dμ(y)
z − y iff μ(x2) −μ(x1) = limε→0+
x2∫
x1
M(y − iε) − M(y + iε)
2π i
dy (3.4)
for arbitrary real pair {x1, x2}.
From (1.5) and (3.1), it is readily veriﬁed that the generating function
F ∗(z,w) =
∞∑
n=0
P∗n(z)wn (3.5)
satisﬁes the following differential equation(
w2 − 2zw + 1)dF ∗
dw
+ 2(w − z + b)F ∗ = 2, F ∗(z,0) ≡ 0. (3.6)
Solving this equation yields
F ∗(z,w) = 2(1− ρ1w)−1−h(1− ρ2w)−1+h
w∫
0
(1− ρ1τ )h(1− ρ2τ )−h dτ , (3.7)
where h = b/√z2 − 1, ρ1 = z −
√
z2 − 1 and ρ2 = z +
√
z2 − 1 are the same as in (2.3), the path of integration is a sim-
ple curve connecting w with the origin, lying in the domain of τ -analyticity of the integrand. For z /∈ [−1,1], we have
|ρ1| < |ρ2|, hence we can expand
(1− ρ1τ )h =
∞∑
k=0
ck(1− ρ2τ )k :=
K−1∑
k=0
ck(1− ρ2τ )k + ζK (z, τ ) (3.8)
for |τ − ρ1| < |ρ2| − |ρ1|, where K is an arbitrary positive integer, and
ck = ck(z) = ρ2k1
(
1− ρ21
)h−k (h
k
)
, k = 0,1,2, . . . .
Plugging (3.8) into (3.7) yields
F ∗(z,w) = 2c(z)(1− ρ1w)−1−h(1− ρ2w)−1+h + F ∗0(z,w), (3.9)
where F ∗0(z,w) is an analytic function in |w| < |ρ2|, and
c(z) =
K−1∑
k=0
ck(z)ρ1(z)
k + 1− h(z) +
ρ1(z)∫
0
ζK (z, τ )
(
1− ρ2(z)τ
)−h(z)
dτ . (3.10)
The function c(z) is actually referred to as the Hadamard integral in [3]. It does not depend on K as long as K + 1 > Reh(z)
and h(z) is not any positive integer. Using Darboux’s method, it is known that the contribution from F ∗0(z,w) to the
asymptotic approximation of P∗n(z) is subdominant, and is indeed exponentially small as compared with the dominant
contribution. Therefore, comparing (2.3) with (3.9) and taking (2.10) into account, we have the asymptotic approximation
P∗n(z) ∼ 2c(z)
(
1− ρ21
)−1−h
Γ (h)
sin(πh)
ρ−n1 n
−h (3.11)
π
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χ(z) =
∫
R
dμ(y)
z − y = 2c(z) =
K−1∑
k=0
2ck(z)ρ1(z)
k + 1− h(z) +
ρ1∫
0
2ζK (z, τ )(1− ρ2τ )−h dτ , z /∈ σ(μ). (3.12)
The discrete part of the measure is readily determined at points where h(z) = j for all positive integer j, those are exactly
the points z = x j deﬁned in (2.14). The mass at x j is the residue
wxj = Res(χ, x j) = −
2c j−1(x j)ρ1(x j)
h′(x j)
= 4b
3
j3
√
1+ b2/ j2
(√
1+ b2/ j2 − b/ j)2 j (3.13)
for x j =
√
1+ b2/ j2, j = 1,2, . . . .
From (3.4) we can also derive the absolutely continuous part of the orthogonal measure, namely
wc(x) = dμ(x)
dx
= χ(x− i0
+) −χ(x+ i0+)
2π i
. (3.14)
From (3.12) it is easily veriﬁed that χ(x − i0+) − χ(x + i0+) = 0 for x ∈ R\[−1,1] since all quantities such as ck , ρ1, ρ2
and h are real. For x ∈ (−1,1), h(x) is purely imaginary, hence Re{h(x± iε)} < 1 for small ε. Therefore, in this case we can
simply write c(z) = ∫ ρ10 (1 − ρ1τ )h(1 − ρ2τ )−h dτ . Denoting x = cos θ for θ ∈ (0,π), we may write ρ1 = e−iθ , ρ2 = eiθ and
h = −ib/ sin θ . For x ∈ (−1,1), (3.14) now takes the form
wc(x) = 1
π i
ρ2∫
ρ1
(1− ρ1τ )− ibsin θ (1− ρ2τ ) ibsin θ dτ , (3.15)
where, using Cauchy’s theorem, the path of integration can be deformed into the vertical line segment connecting ρ1 = e−iθ
and ρ2 = eiθ , and be parameterized as τ = ρ1 + (ρ2 − ρ1)t for t ∈ [0,1]. The integral in (3.15) is then turned into a Beta
function B(1+ ib/ sin θ,1− ib/ sin θ). Eventually one obtains
wc(x) = 2 sin θ
π
exp
{
(π − 2θ)b
sin θ
}∣∣∣∣Γ(1+ ibsin θ
)∣∣∣∣2, x= cos θ ∈ (−1,1), θ ∈ (0,π). (3.16)
The measure of orthogonality is thus determined. The readers are referred again to [3] for more detailed and rigorous
treatment. Also for a careful analysis showing that ±1 belong to the continuous part.
4. The critical points
In Section 2, we have obtained the asymptotic behavior (2.8) and (2.10) of Pn(z) for z being outside of [−1,1]. The
approximations are uniform as z keeps a constant distance from [−1,1]. We also got asymptotic results (2.11)–(2.13), hold-
ing uniformly in compact subsets of (−1,1). Our main focus, though, is the real line, on which all the zeros located. It is
observed that the previous mentioned results, essentially point-wise and derived by using Darboux’s method, do not cover
the whole real line: the important case when z = x approaches ±1 is not addressed.
Indeed, it is readily noticed that the pair of branch points w = ρ1 and w = ρ2 of the generating function F in (2.3)
coalesce at w = 1 as x→ 1, and approach w = −1 as x→ −1. A uniform Darboux’s treatment is needed here; compare [17].
For clearness, using Cauchy’s integral formula, we have
Pn(x) = 1
2π i
∫
Γ
(1− ρ1w)−1−h(x)(1− ρ2w)−1+h(x)w−n−1 dw, (4.1)
where Γ is a positively oriented simple curve encircling the origin, but not the branch points. Obviously we see that the
present situation is not the same as the case treated in [17], in that there are singularities in the exponents −1 ∓ h(x) as
x→ ±1. To located the singularities, we write down the phase function
f (w) = −h ln(1− ρ1w) + h ln(1− ρ2w) − n lnw, (4.2)
where the branches are chosen such that both ln(1− ρ1w) and ln(1− ρ2w) take value 0 at the origin, and lnw = ln |w| +
i argw with the principle branch argw ∈ (−π,π ].
The saddle points of f (w) are
w± = x− b/n±
√
(x− b/n)2 − 1. (4.3)
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s = i.
Two critical values of x are thus distinguished, namely
αn = −1+ b/n and βn = 1+ b/n, (4.4)
at which the pair of saddle points coalesce with each other.
As mentioned in the introductory section, the objective of the present investigation is to study the zeros of Pn(x) for
large n. In the previous sections we have determined the measure of orthogonality, which is of interest in that it consists
of an absolutely continuous part and a discrete part having inﬁnite many mass points. It is known that to some extent the
measure reﬂects the distribution of asymptotic zeros. Therefore we are curious about where indeed the zeros should be
located. To ﬁnd the answer, we may have to work out the asymptotic behavior of Pn within the gaps left by the Darboux’s
method, that is, the uniform asymptotics near ±1.
Having had the analysis, we will focus, in the next four sections, on the critical points: the turning points αn and βn ,
and the endpoints of the continuous weight ±1.
5. Uniform approximation at αn = −1+ b/n
The starting point of our analysis is the integral representation (4.1), in which the integration path Γ is deformed into
two loops encircling ρ1 and ρ2, respectively, and ending at inﬁnity, see the bold, oriented curves illustrated in Fig. 1 (left).
Since we are considering x ∈ (−1,1) such that x ∼ −1+ , we introduce θ ′ = π − θ , where θ is the parameter introduced
in (2.4). In terms of θ ′ , we may write ρ1 = −eiθ ′ , ρ2 = −e−iθ ′ and h = −ib/ sin θ ′ . As θ ′ approaches 0+ , the branch points
ρ1 and ρ2 coalesce with each other at w = −1.
The analysis would be very similar to those in [2], and especially in [18,19]. As a ﬁrst step, we introduce a transformation
w → s, namely
w = −e−θ ′s, (5.1)
to separate the branch points, which conformally maps the w-plane (argw ∈ [0,2π)) onto the s-strip −π/θ ′ < Im s π/θ ′ .
The branch points w = ρ1 and w = ρ2 are mapped to s = −i and s = i, respectively. Substituting (5.1) into (4.1) yields
x= − cos θ ′ and
Pn(x) = 1
2π i
∫
γ
Φe
b
iθ ′ ln
s+i
s−i +nθ ′s ds, (5.2)
where
Φ = (−1)
n+1
θ ′(s2 + 1)
[
1− e−θ ′(s−i)
θ ′(s − i)
]−1−h[1− e−θ ′(s+i)
θ ′(s + i)
]−1+h
eH ln
s+i
s−i , (5.3)
with H = h − biθ ′ = bi sin θ ′ − biθ ′ . The path of integration γ is illustrated in Fig. 1 (right), of which the upper loop starts and
ends at −∞ + i, encircling s = i clockwise, while the lower part has endpoints −∞ − i, and encircles s = −i clockwise.
From (5.2) it is natural to further introduce a uniform parameter
t = θ ′√n, (5.4)
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Pn(x) = Pn
(− cos θ ′)= 1
2π i
∫
γ
Φe
√
n f1(s,t) ds, (5.5)
where Φ = Φ(s, t) is given in (5.3), and the phase function now reads
f1(s, t) = ib
t
ln
s − i
s + i + ts, (5.6)
in which the branches are speciﬁed such that arg(s ± i) ∈ [−π,π ]. It is readily seen that f1 has a pair of saddle points
s± =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
±
√
2b
t2
− 1, 0 < t < √2b;
±i
√
1− 2b
t2
, t >
√
2b,
(5.7)
which coalesce with each other when the parameter t approaches
√
2b from both sides. A certain special function will
be employed to approximate the behavior of Pn(x) for x ∼ −cos
√
2b/t . This is achieved by using the cubic transformation
s ↔ u, deﬁned as
f1(s, t) = ib
t
ln
s − i
s + i + ts = Z =
u3
3
− B2(t)u + C(t) =: ϕ(u, t), (5.8)
with f1(s±, t) = ϕ(u±, t), where u± = ±B(t) are the saddle points of ϕ . The coeﬃcients are thus determined, namely
B(t) =
⎧⎨⎩
[ 3
2
( 2b
t arccos
( t√
2b
)− √2b − t2)]1/3, 0 < t < √2b;
i
[ 3
2
(− 2bt arccosh( t√2b )+ √t2 − 2b)]1/3, t > √2b, (5.9)
and
C(t) = πb
t
. (5.10)
It is worth mentioning that B2(t) is an analytic function at t = √2b, with Taylor expansion B2(t) = −2(2b)−1/6(t −√
2b) + · · · .
The phase function f1(s, t) is of exactly the same form as appeared in [19, Eq. (16)], and so is the slowly varying
factor Φ . Hence the uniform asymptotic analysis in [19] works here. We need only to give an outline of the derivation of
the uniform asymptotic expansion. The readers are referred to [19] for details of the conformal mapping and the rigorous
error estimates. For example, the conformality of the mapping s ↔ u is best described using the intermediate variable Z .
The s-region containing the steepest descent paths passing through s± is mapped one-to-one onto two sheets of the Z -
Riemann surface, and the two sheets in turn mapped conformally onto a single u-region containing the steepest descent
paths emanating from u±; cf. [19, Figs. 2–4]. The integration path γ in (5.5) can be deformed, from the two loops depicted
in Fig. 1, to the ones described in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 corresponding respectively to the case 0 < t <
√
2b and t >
√
2b, and
then be mapped to the path L in the u-plane, also depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. The formula (5.5) is thus turned into
In(x) = e−
√
nC(t)Pn(x) = 1
2π i
∫
L
Φ0(u, t)e
√
n( 13 u
3−B2(t)u) du, (5.11)
where
Φ0(u, t,n) = −Φ(s, t) ds
du
. (5.12)
We note that s = ±i is mapped to inﬁnite, and thus Φ0(u, t) is an analytic function of u in a ﬁxed neighborhood of the
saddle points u = ±B(t). Formally, one can write
Φ0(u, t) = a0(t) + b0(t)u +
(
u2 − B2(t))Ψ0(u, t), (5.13)
where a0(t) and b0(t) and Ψ0 are determined by analyticity. Indeed, we have
a0(t) = 1
2
[
Φ0(B, t) + Φ0(−B, t)
]
, b0(t) = 1
2B
[
Φ0(B, t) − Φ0(−B, t)
]
, (5.14)
and Ψ0 is determined accordingly. Careful calculation gives
a0(t) = (−1)
ne−b
√
n√
(
B2(t)
2
) 1
4
[
1+ bπt√ + O
(
1
)]
(5.15)
2b 2b − t 6 n n
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√
2b, γ : the bold curve on the left, consisting of a portion of the steepest descent path passing through
s = s+ , joined by two horizontal lines; and L: the bold curve on the right, which can be deformed into the steepest descent path emanating from u = u+ .
The direction of L has been reversed.
Fig. 3. The integration paths in the case t >
√
2b, γ : the bold curve on the left, consisting of portions of the steepest descent paths passing through s = s± ,
joined by two horizontal lines; and L: the bold curves on the right, which can be deformed into the steepest descent paths emanating from u = u± . The
direction of L is reversed.
and
b0(t) = (−1)
ne−b√
2b
[(
1+ b
6
− t
2
6
)(
2b − t2
B2(t)
) 1
4
− t
2B2(t)
9
(
B2(t)
2b − t2
) 1
4
]
+ O
(
1√
n
)
(5.16)
for δ  t  M with 0 < δ <
√
2b < M , in which B = B(t) is given in (5.9), the factor ( B2
2b−t2 )
1/4 is analytic in t , real positive
for t ∈ [δ,M] and, in particular, takes value (2b)−1/6 at t = √2b. In deriving (5.15)–(5.16), use has also been made of the
fact that θ ′ and θ ′s± = O (1/√n), and that dsdu |±B > 0. Plugging (5.13) into (5.11) and integrating by parts once, one obtains
In(x) = Ai
(
n1/3B2
)a0(t)
n1/6
− Ai′(n1/3B2)b0(t)
n1/3
+ 1√
n
∫
γ
Φ1(u, t)e
√
n( 13 u
3−B2(t)u) du, (5.17)
where
Φ1(u, t) = −dΨ0(u, t)
du
, (5.18)
and the Airy function is expressed as
Ai(z) = 1
2π i
∫
e
1
3 u
3−zu du, z ∈ C; (5.19)
L
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ends at inﬁnity in the sector π/6 < argu < π/2. Hence the paths L depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 are admissible paths for the
Airy integral.
The integral in (5.17) takes the same form as in (5.11), thus the steps (5.13), (5.17)–(5.18) can be repeated, and a full
expansion can then be stated as follows:
Theorem 1. For x= − cos θ ′ = − cos(t/√n), the asymptotic expansion holds
Pn(x) ∼ eπb/θ ′
{
Ai(n1/3B2)
n1/6
∞∑
k=0
ak(t)
nk/2
− Ai
′(n1/3B2)
n1/3
∞∑
k=0
bk(t)
nk/2
}
, n → ∞, (5.20)
and is uniform for δ  t  M, with δ and M being positive constants, where the coeﬃcients are determined iteratively by
Φk(u, t) = ak + bku +
(
u2 − B2(t))Ψk(u, t), Φk+1(u, t) = −dΨk(u, t)du , k = 0,1,2, . . . , (5.21)
where Φ0 is given in (5.12) and B(t) is expressed in (5.9). In particular, a0(t) and b0(t) are given in (5.15) and (5.16), respectively.
The estimates are parallel to that conducted in [19]. The formula in (5.20) is therefore a full uniform asymptotic
expansion. We see from the expansion that Pn(x) is oscillatory for t >
√
2b and non-vanishing for t <
√
2b. Therefore
αn = −1+ b/n ≈ − cos(
√
2b/
√
n) is really a turning point.
6. Asymptotic analysis at x = 1
As mentioned in Section 4, the asymptotic analysis as x→ 1 is complicated in that (i) the singularities of the generating
function F in (2.3), namely w = ρ1 and w = ρ2, coalesce with each other at w = 1, and (ii) the saddle points w± of the
phase function f in (4.2) also coalesce to 1 as x approaches a critical value βn = 1+ b/n. In this and the next sections, we
will derive asymptotic expansions holding uniformly on both sides of x = 1 and x = βn . To begin, we resume the complex
parameter θ introduced in (2.4) and restrict ourselves to real x. Hence for x < 1 we write x = cos θ for θ ∈ (0,π), and for
x > 1 we have x = cos θ for purely imaginary θ , or, more precisely, θ ∈ i(−∞,0). In both cases, we still denote the branch
points of the generating function F as ρ1 = x −
√
x2 − 1 = e−iθ and ρ2 = x +
√
x2 − 1 = eiθ , and also h(x) = b/√x2 − 1 =
−ib/ sin θ .
Again we start with the integral representation (4.1). We deform the path Γ of integration into two loops in the w-plane,
starting and ending at the inﬁnity, encircling ρ1 and ρ2 clockwise; compare the loops depicted in Fig. 1. Then, we separate
ρ1 and ρ2 for small |θ | by adapting the transformation
w = e−sθ . (6.1)
Substituting (6.1) into (4.1) yields
Pn(cos θ) = 1
2π i
∫
γ2
Ω(s, θ)e
√
n f2(s,t) ds, (6.2)
where the phase function is
f2(s; t) = b
it
ln
s − i
s + i + ts, (6.3)
and the slowly varying factor takes the form
Ω(s, θ) = − 1
θ(s2 + 1)
[
1− e−θ(s+i)
θ(s + i)
]−1−h[1− e−θ(s−i)
θ(s − i)
]−1+h
eH ln
s−i
s+i , (6.4)
with H = h − biθ = bi sin θ − biθ , and t = θ
√
n.
For x < 1, one has θ > 0 and t > 0. The transformation (6.1) establishes a conformal mapping from the cut w-plane with
argw ∈ (−π,π ] to the s-strip Im s ∈ [−π/θ,π/θ). The integration path Γ is mapped to the loops γ illustrated in Fig. 1,
and can be further deformed into the path γ2 depicted in Fig. 4, consisting of the portions of the steepest descent paths
emanating respectively from s+ and s− , and a vertical line segment joining them, where s± are the saddle points of f2,
namely,
s± = ±i
√
1+ 2b/t2. (6.5)
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We notice the fact that t ↘ 0 as x↗ 1, the saddle points s± are thus well separated. It is also worth mentioning that at
the saddle points,
f2(s±; t) = ±i
[
−b
t
ln
√
t2 + 2b − t√
t2 + 2b + t +
√
t2 + 2b
]
(6.6)
are purely imaginary, while along the vertical segment we have Re f2 ≡ −πb/t , which implies that the contribution from
the vertical part to the asymptotic behavior of Pn(x) is exponentially small in a uniform manner as x → 1− , as compared
with the contribution from the saddle points. The branch points w = ρ1 and w = ρ2 are mapped respectively to s = i and
s = −i by (6.1). The branches of the logarithms in (6.3) are chosen such that arg(s ± i) ∈ [−π,π ].
Large-n asymptotic approximation of Pn in (6.2) can be obtained by using the method of steepest descents [5,10,16].
Accordingly, for x= cos θ = cos(t/√n) with t real positive and bounded, we have
Pn(x) = n
− 14
2π i
[
Ω(s+)e
√
n f2(s+)
√
2π
− f ′′2 (s+)
+ Ω(s−)e
√
n f2(s−)
√
2π
− f ′′2 (s−)
]
+ O (n− 12 ) (6.7)
for large n. The O (n−1/2) term is uniform with respect to small t . Using the method of steepest descents, (6.7) can actually
be extended to a full asymptotic expansion. In view of (6.3)–(6.6), picking up the main contribution from the leading term
in (6.7), we have the approximation
Pn
(
cos(t/
√
n)
)= {(2πb)−1/2(t2 + 2b)−1/4eb}n1/4
×
[
sin
(√
n
[
−b
t
ln
√
t2 + 2b − t√
t2 + 2b + t +
√
t2 + 2b
]
− π
4
)
+ O
(
1√
n
)]
(6.8)
for large n and bounded real positive t . In deriving (6.8) use has been made of the fact that θ = O (1/√n) and θ s± =
O (1/
√
n). In accordance with the orientation of γ2 indicated in Fig. 4, we have chosen
arg
{− f ′′2 (s+, t)}= π/2 and arg{− f ′′2 (s−, t)}= 3π/2.
Now we turn to the case x> 1, or, more precisely, x= cos θ for θ = t/√n with t ∈ i(−√2b,0). This time the transforma-
tion (6.1) establishes a conformal mapping from the cut w-plane argw ∈ (−π,π ] to the s-strip Re s ∈ (−π/|θ |,π/|θ |]. The
branch points w = ρ1 and w = ρ2 are again mapped respectively to s = i and s = −i, but the branches of the logarithms
in (6.3) are now chosen such that arg(s ± i) ∈ [−π/2,3π/2]. In this case, the saddle points of (6.3) are real, namely,
s± = ±
√
2b/|t|2 − 1. (6.9)
As illustrated in Fig. 5, when θ = −i|θ |, the image of Γ under transformation (6.1) is an s-curve which starts from and ends
at −i∞, encircling ±i clockwise, and can be deformed into the curve γ2 consisting of the steepest descent paths emanating
from s+ and s− , depicted also in Fig. 5. The reason we can do so is that the integral over the circular arc around s = i
will vanish as the radius decreases to zero. Therefore all contribution comes from the saddles. The saddle points are well
separated as long as |t|√2b− δ for some positive constant δ. The method of steepest descents applies again. Both saddles
contribute, and we still have the formula (6.7), holding uniformly for t = −i|t|, 0 < |t| < √2b − δ. We note that
f2(s±; t) = ±
[
−2b
t
arctan
1√
2
+ t
√
2b/
(−t2)− 1] (6.10)
2b/(−t ) − 1
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are also purely imaginary. In virtue of (6.7), we have
Pn
(
cos
(
t√
n
))
= {(2πb)−1/2(2b − |t|2)−1/4eb}n1/4
×
[
sin
(√
n
[
2b
|t| arctan
1√
2b/|t|2 − 1 +
√
2b − |t|2
]
− π
4
)
+ O
(
1√
n
)]
(6.11)
for large n. The O (1/
√
n) term is uniform for t ∈ i[−√2b+δ,0), δ being an arbitrary positive constant. In deriving (6.11), we
have used the facts that θ = O (1/√n) and θ s± = O (1/√n), and have speciﬁed arg(− f ′′2 (s±)) = ±π/2. Since the asymptotic
approximations (6.8) for t ∈ (0,M] and (6.11) for t ∈ i[−√2b + δ,0) are uniform in the intervals and since Pn(x) is smooth
at x= 1, we can combine the formulas together as follows:
Theorem 2. For x= cos(t/√n), the asymptotic expansion
Pn(x) = n1/4c1(t)
[
sin
(
d1(t)
√
n− π
4
)
+ O (n−1/2)], n → ∞, (6.12)
holds uniformly as t ∈ i[−√2b + δ,0) ∪ (0,M] for arbitrary positive constants M and δ, where
c1(t) = (2πb)−1/2eb
(
t2 + 2b)−1/4 and d1(t) = −b
t
ln
√
t2 + 2b − t√
t2 + 2b + t +
√
t2 + 2b (6.13)
are analytic for complex t in a cut plane C\{(−∞,−√2b] ∪ [√2b,∞)}i, with (t2 + 2b)−1/4 , √t2 + 2b and ln
√
t2+2b−t√
t2+2b+t being real
for real t. Both c1(t) and d1(t) are positive real and continuous for t ∈ i[−
√
2b + δ,0) ∪ (0,M].
Consequently, the leading asymptotic behavior of Pn(1) can be extracted as follows:
Pn(1) =
{
π−1/2(2b)−3/4eb
}
n1/4 sin(2
√
2b
√
n− π/4) + O (n−1/4), n → ∞. (6.14)
7. Asymptotic approximations of Pn(x) for x > βn = 1+ b/n
It has been shown in the previous section that x = 1 is just an ordinary point from the asymptotic point of view.
It can also be seen that on both sides of it there are zeros of Pn(x). It is also mentioned in Section 2 that there are
asymptotic zeros near the points x j =
√
1+ b2/ j2, j = 1,2, . . . , introduced in (2.14). Therefore, it is of interest to consider
the asymptotic zeros located on the right side of, but not so close to, x = 1. To this aim, we consider in this section the
asymptotic approximations of Pn(x) for x> βn = 1+ b/n.
There have been several types of coalescing of critical points. As t → 0+ (x→ 1−), the saddle points s± → ±i∞ are well
separated. As t → i0− (x → 1+), s± → ±∞, also well separated. When t → −i
√
2b (x → βn) from both sides, the saddle
points s± coalesce with each other at s = 0, a uniform treatment will be provided in the next section.
The present case we considered is t ∈ (−∞,−√2b)i. At one end of the interval, t = −√2bi, a uniform asymptotic
analysis is needed, as mentioned earlier. At the other end point, when t → −i∞, the branch points ρ1 and ρ2 are apart
from each other, and at ﬁrst sight it seems not necessary to bring in the transformation (6.1). It also seems that s± → ±i as
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t → −i∞, which indicates a coalescing of a saddle point with a branch point. But we notice that s+ will be the main focus
since the contribution from s− to the asymptotic approximation of Pn(x) is uniformly exponentially small as compared with
the main contribution, and the branch point i is an end of the steepest descent path emanating from s+: they are not
close when the real part of the phase function f2(s, t) is used to describe the ‘distance’. So, in this case, we still apply the
transformation (6.1) to the Cauchy integral (4.1), and again we obtain the integral representation (6.2), with the same phase
function f2(s, t) = bit ln s−is+i + ts as in (6.3) and the same slowly varying factor Ω in (6.4). Just as in the case t ∈ (−
√
2b,0)i,
the branches of the logarithms are chosen such that arg(s ± i) ∈ [−π/2,3π/2]. In the present case, x = cos(t/√n) with
t ∈ (−∞,−√2b)i, the pair of saddle points of f2 are purely imaginary,
s± = ±i
√
1− 2b/|t|2. (7.1)
The path of integration is initially a loop starting and ending at −∞i, encircling s = i clockwise, and can be deformed into
the bold curve depicted in Fig. 6: the right half of which consists of the steepest descent path passing through s+ , linking
s = i and s = s− , joined by half of the steepest descent path emanating from s = s− . The left half is symmetrical with
respect to the imaginary axis. The deformation is admissible since the integral along the circle around s = i vanishes as the
radius turns to zero. Here we see an interesting fact that there are actually four saddle points involved, namely sr+ and sr−
on the right edge of the cut (−∞,1]i, and sl+ and sl− on the left edge. It is readily evaluated that
f2
(
sr+
)= b|t| ln 1−
√
1− 2b/|t|2
1+√1− 2b/|t|2 +
√
|t|2 − 2b − iπb|t| , f2
(
sl+
)= f2(sr+), (7.2)
and
f2
(
sr−
)= − b|t| ln 1−
√
1− 2b/|t|2
1+√1− 2b/|t|2 −
√
|t|2 − 2b − iπb|t| , f2
(
sl−
)= f2(sr−). (7.3)
Hence for |t| > √2b + δ, where δ is a positive constant, we see that |t|{ f2(sr+) − f2(sr−)} vanishes at t =
√
2b and is strictly
monotone increasing in |t| for |t| > √2b, hence f2(sr+) − f2(sr−) cδ for |t|
√
2b + δ, where cδ is a positive constant, and
thus the contribution from sr− is uniformly exponentially small as compared with that from sr+ . The same argument applies
to the pair of saddle points sl+ and sl− . So we need only to pick the asymptotic contribution from sl+ and sr+ to get a full
asymptotic expansion of Pn .
Hyperasymptotics, or, exponentially small asymptotics, can be obtained using a Hadamard expansion procedure; cf. [11].
But we do not pursue in that direction here.
The method of steepest descents applies again. From (6.2), for x= cos(t/√n) with t = −i|t|, |t| > √2b, we have
Pn(x) = Ω(s
l+)e
√
n f2(sl+)
2π i
[√
2πn−1/2
− f ′′2 (sl+)
+ O
(
1√
n
)]
+ Ω(s
r+)e
√
n f2(sr+)
2π i
[√
2πn−1/2
− f ′′2 (sr+)
+ O
(
1√
n
)]
. (7.4)
In virtue of (6.3) and (6.4), paying attention to the choice of the branches of the logarithms, we obtain the leading asymp-
totic approximation from (7.4):
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Pn(x) = c2(n, t)
[
sin
(
− πb
sinh |θ | + π
)
+ O (n− 14 )]= c2(n, t)[sin(πh) + O (n− 14 )], (7.5)
where h = b/sinh |θ |, and the positive coeﬃcient
c2 = n
1
4 |t|(2π)− 12
b
√
| f ′′2 (sr+)|
[
1− e−θ(sr++i)
θ(sr+ + i)
]−1−h[1− e−θ(sr+−i)
θ(sr+ − i)
]−1+h
e
√
nRe f2(sr+)
∣∣∣∣ sr+ − isr+ + i
∣∣∣∣H . (7.6)
In proving (7.5), use has been made of the fact that all of h = bi sin θ , H = h − biθ and θ(sr+ ± i) are real, and that i sin θ =
sinh |θ |, f2(sr+) is given in (7.2), and f ′′2 (sr+) = f ′′2 (sl+) = (|t|2/b)
√|t|2 − 2b with
arg
{− f ′′2 (sr+, t)}= π, arg{− f ′′2 (sl+, t)}= −π,
choices being made in accordance with the orientation of γ2, illustrated in Fig. 6.
For bounded t , that is, for t = −i|t| with √2b+δ  |t| M1, δ and M1 being positive constants, the positive coeﬃcient c2
takes the form
c2 = exp
{√
n
(
b
|t| ln
1−√1− 2b/|t|2
1+√1− 2b/|t|2 +
√
|t|2 − 2b
)}
n
1
4 eb(2π)− 12√
b(|t|2 − 2b) 14
[
1+ O
(
1√
n
)]
. (7.7)
It is of interest to compare the asymptotic formula (2.10) with (7.5). The former holds for x − 1 = O (1) and the latter
for x − 1 = O (1/√n). But they take essentially the same form as M(x,n) sin(πh), where h = b/ sinh |θ | for x = cos θ with
θ = −i|θ | (when x > 1). An explanation is that the region of validity of (2.10) can be extended to |θ | > O (n− 12+ε), while
the interval of validity of (7.5) can be extended to 0 < |θ | < O (n−ε) for arbitrary positive ε. The extended intervals overlap
and cover the |θ |-range from O (1/√n) to O (1) when 0 < ε < 1/4. Such an argument, connecting together formulas (2.10)
and (7.5), explains why there are only ﬁnite number of zeros outside of [−1,1].
We may make a very rough comparison between the number of zeros in (1, βn) with that on the right-hand side of βn . In
the case t = −i|t|, 0 < |t| < √2b, the phase d1(t)√n in (6.12) is monotone decreasing, and ranges from 2
√
2bn to π2
√
2bn as
|t| goes from 0 to √2b. Thus, the number of zeros Zl is approximately given by (2
√
2bn− π2
√
2bn)/π ≈ 0.194√bn. This may
be compared with the number of zeros on the right-hand side of βn . In (7.5), the phase πb/ sinh |θ | ranges monotonously
from π
√
bn/
√
2 to 0 when |t| moves from √2b to ∞. The number of zeros Zr is approximately
√
bn/
√
2 ≈ 0.707√bn.
Then the ratio Zr/Zl of these two numbers is approximately 3.64. When n = 3000, n = 5000 and n = 8000, the numerical
calculation gives respectively the ratio 36/11 ≈ 3.2727, 46/14 ≈ 3.2857, and 60/17 ≈ 3.5294, all are close to 3.64.
8. Critical point at t = −i√2b
Now we consider the asymptotic approximation of Pn(x) for x ∼ βn = 1 + b/n, or, more precisely, for x = cos θ with
θ = t/√n, t ∈ [−M,−δ]i for arbitrary positive constants δ and M , such that δ < √2b < M . We begin with the integral
representation (4.1), which reads
Pn(x) = 1
2π i
∫
Γ
(1− ρ1w)−1−h(x)(1− ρ2w)−1+h(x)w−n−1 dw, (8.1)
where h(x) = b/√x2 − 1 = b/ sinh |θ |, and Γ is a positively oriented simple curve encircling the origin, but not the branch
points ρ1 = e−iθ = e−|θ | and ρ2 = eiθ = e|θ | . The path Γ is readily deformed into the oriented bold w-curve illustrated
in Fig. 5. We can further deform Γ into the curves, still denoted by Γ = ΓU ∪ ΓL , depicted in Fig. 7, of which ΓL starts
from +∞, goes to ρ1 along the lower edge of the positive real axis, indented at w = ρ2, and ΓU goes back from ρ1 to +∞
along a symmetrical curve on the upper edge. Such a deformation is permissible since the integrand of (8.1) only has a
weak singularity at w = ρ1.
Now we take the transformation (6.1), namely w = e−sθ , which maps the cut plane argw ∈ (−π,π ] conformally onto
the strip −π/|θ | < Re s π/|θ |, and maps w = ρ1 = e−iθ , 1, ρ2 = eiθ and 0 respectively to s = i, 0, −i and i∞ for θ = −i|θ |.
As a result, and as in Section 6 and Section 7, we have
Pn(x) = 1
2π i
∫
γ2
Ω(s, θ)e
√
n f2(s,t) ds, (8.2)
where f2(s, t) and Ω take the same form as in (6.2) and (6.3), namely,
f2(s; t) = b ln s − i + ts (8.3)
it s + i
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Fig. 8. Two examples of the path LU for the function A(s) deﬁned in (8.6): the bold path LU starts at eiπ∞ and ends at eiπ/3∞, corresponding respectively
to the case |t| < √2b (left) and |t| > √2b (right).
and
Ω(s, θ) = − 1
θ(s2 + 1)
[
1− e−θ(s+i)
θ(s + i)
]−1−h[1− e−θ(s−i)
θ(s − i)
]−1+h
eH ln
s−i
s+i , (8.4)
with H = h − biθ = bi sin θ − biθ , and t = θ
√
n ∈ i(−∞,0). The integration path γ2 is depicted in Fig. 5 for |t| <
√
2b and in
Fig. 6 for |t| > √2b.
It seems that we are in a situation to copy what we did in Section 5, but it is not so. The reason is as follows: When
|t| → √2b from both sides, the pair of saddle points of f2, cf. (6.9) and (7.1), coalesce with each other at s = 0. Unlike the
case addressed in Section 5, this time we observe that due to the cuts in the s-plane from ±i downwards, for general b
and t , the integrand of (8.2) is not continuous on s ∈ i(−1,1), on which the coalescing of saddle points would occur. The
discontinuity is inherited via the transformation w = e−sθ since the integrand in (8.1) also exhibits such a discontinuity
along the horizontal interval (ρ1,ρ2). This indicates that the cubic transformation cannot be applied in a straightforward
way, as we have done in Section 5. But, in this case we can still verify that
Pn(x) = 2ReU (n, t), U (n, t) = 1
2π i
∫
γR
Ω(s, θ)e
√
n f2(s,t) ds, (8.5)
where γR is the image of ΓU under the transformation w = e−sθ , and is the part of γ2 in the right half s-plane, which
starts at s = i, goes downwards along the right edge of the imaginary axis, indented at s = −i, and keeps going down to
−∞i along the right edge of the imaginary axis, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The path γR can be further deformed in the right
half-plane to the steepest descent paths depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. The veriﬁcation of (8.5) can be made with either (8.1)
or (8.2), say, by noting that the integrand in (8.1) on ΓU is the complex conjugate of that at the symmetrical position on ΓL .
We thus turn to the uniform asymptotic approximation of U (n, t) for large n and t ∈ [−M,−δ]i. To this aim, we make
use of a special function
A(s) = 1
2π i
∫
LU
e
1
3 u
3−su du, (8.6)
deﬁned for s ∈ C, where the integration path LU starts at eiπ∞ and ends at eiπ/3∞, as illustrated in Fig. 8. From (8.6) it is
readily seen that A(s) is an entire function. Furthermore, by differentiating (8.6) twice and integrating by parts once, it is
seen that A(s) satisﬁes the Airy equation A′′ = sA, and is thus a linear combination of the Airy functions Ai and Bi. Direct
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Ai′(0) = −3−1/3/Γ (1/3), Bi(0) = √3Ai(0) and Bi′(0) = −√3Ai′(0) (cf. [10, p. 392]), we have
A(s) = −1
2
Ai(s) + i
2
Bi(s), s ∈ C. (8.7)
It is worth mentioning that in the integral representation (8.5) of U (n, t), both Ω(s) and f2(s, t) can be continued
analytically to the left half-plane through (−1,1)i by specifying
arg(s − i) ∈ [−3π/2,π/2] and arg(s + i) = [−π/2,3π/2].
Having had f2(s, t) re-deﬁned this way, we apply to U (n, t) the cubic transformation
f2(s, t) = b
it
ln
s − i
s + i + ts = Z =
u3
3
− B2(t)u + C(t) =: ϕ1(u, t) (8.8)
with f2(s±, t) = ϕ1(u±, t), where u± = ±B(t) are the saddle points of ϕ1, and
s± = ±
√
2b/|t|2 − 1 for |t| < √2b, s± = ±i
√
1− 2b/|t|2 for |t| > √2b;
cf. (6.9) and (7.1). The coeﬃcients are thus determined for t = −i|t|, namely
B(t) =
⎧⎨⎩ i
[ 3
2
( 2b
|t| arccos
( |t|√
2b
)−√2b − |t|2)]1/3, 0< |t| < √2b;
−[ 32 (− 2b|t| arccosh( |t|√2b )+√|t|2 − 2b)]1/3, |t| > √2b, (8.9)
and
C(t) = −πb
t
= −πbi|t| . (8.10)
It is readily veriﬁed that both B2(t) and C(t) are analytic functions of t at t = −i√2b. The transformation establishes a
global one-to-one analytical mapping between s and u. The s-domain is the semi-strip 0 Re s < π/|θ |, Im s < 1, indented
at s = ±i, thus including the whole relevant steepest descent paths when |t| = √2b. The conformal nature of s ↔ u can be
described via the intermediate variable Z and a boundary correspondence technique, as used in [2]. When t ∈ (−√2b,0)i,
the s-strip is mapped to two sheets in Z -plane with a branch point at Z = f2(s+, t), and then mapped to the part of the
upper u-plane containing the steepest descent path. The image of the steepest descent path depicted in Fig. 5 is illustrated
in Fig. 8 (left). In the case when t ∈ (−∞,−√2b)i, the image of the steepest descent path emanating from s+ and half of
the steepest descent path passing through s− is the bold curve in Fig. 8 (right). The fact that u+ = B(t) < 0 for |t| >
√
2b is
indicated in (8.9) and is shown in Fig. 8 (right). U (n, t) in (8.5) now takes the form
U (n, t) = e
−bπ/sin θ
2π i
∫
LU
Φ˜0e
√
n( 13 u
3−B2(t)u) du, (8.11)
with LU illustrated in Fig. 8, where
Φ˜0(u,n, t) = −Ω(s, θ) ds
du
eiπH . (8.12)
The next few steps are much the same as in Section 5. In view of (8.6), and deﬁning iteratively
Φ˜k(u,n, t) = a˜k + b˜ku +
(
u2 − B2)Ψ˜k(u,n, t), Φ˜k+1(u,n, t) = −dΨ˜k(u,n, t)du (8.13)
for k = 0,1,2, . . . , we have the expansion
U (n, t) = e−ibπ/sinh |θ |
[
A(n1/3B2)
n1/6
p−1∑
k=0
a˜k
nk/2
− A
′(n1/3B2)
n1/3
p−1∑
k=0
b˜k
nk/2
+ εp
]
, (8.14)
where
εp = 1
np/2
1
2π i
∫
LU
Φ˜pe
√
n( 13 u
3−B2(t)u) du, (8.15)
in which the integral is of the same form as that of U (n, t) in (8.11). The coeﬃcients are
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[
Φ˜k(B,n, t) + Φ˜k(−B,n, t)
]
, b˜k = 12B
[
Φ˜k(B,n, t) − Φ˜k(−B,n, t)
]
. (8.16)
In particular, we have
a˜0 =
√
n
2b
ebχ(t) + O
(
1√
n
)
, b˜0 = e
b
√
2b
[(
t2
6
+ b
6
− 1
)
1
χ(t)
− t
2B2
9
χ(t)
]
+ O
(
1√
n
)
, (8.17)
where χ(t) = (−B2(t)
t2+2b )
1/4 is analytic at t = −i√2b and is real positive for t ∈ i[−M,−δ]; cf. (8.9) and (9.2) below.
Using the now standard estimating procedure as carried out in [16], the error term can be estimated for t ∈ i[−M,−δ]
with positive δ and M satisfying δ <
√
2b < M . Accordingly we obtain
|εp| Mp
np/2−1/3
∣∣A(n1/3B2(t))∣∣+ Np
np/2−1/6
∣∣A′(n1/3B2(t))∣∣, p = 1,2, . . . , (8.18)
where Mp and Np are independent of |t| and n.
In obtaining (8.18), we have also made use of the fact that both Ai(s) and Bi(s) are oscillatory for s < 0 (corresponding to
|t| < √2b), and Ai(s) is exponentially small while Bi(s) is exponentially large for large positive s (when |t| > √2b). Though
our analysis seems only applied to the upper u-plane, a certain two-point Taylor expansion for Φ˜0(u) [9] may still be
applicable in the procedure leading to (8.18).
From (8.4) and (8.12), it is readily veriﬁed that all Φ˜k(u) are analytic and real on the real axis, hence we have Φ˜k(u) =
Φ˜k(u¯) in the domain of analyticity. Therefore all coeﬃcients a˜k and b˜k are real quantities, as can be seen from the formulas
in (8.16). Recalling that B2(t), and thus Ai(n1/3B2(t)) and Bi(n1/3B2(t)), are real for t = −i|t|, the following result holds:
Theorem 4. For x= cos θ = cos(t/√n), t ∈ i[−M,−δ] with positive constants M and δ satisfying δ < √2b < M,
Pn(x) = A˜(n
1/3B2)
n1/6
p−1∑
k=0
a˜k
nk/2
− A˜
′(n1/3B2)
n1/3
p−1∑
k=0
b˜k
nk/2
+ 2Re{e−ibπ/sinh |θ |εp}, n → ∞, (8.19)
where the coeﬃcients are iteratively given in (8.16) and (8.17), the error term is represented in (8.15), with estimate (8.18) holding
uniform for t ∈ i[−M,−δ]. The approximate function in (8.19) is
A˜(s) = − cos
(
bπ
sinh |θ |
)
Ai(s) + sin
(
bπ
sinh |θ |
)
Bi(s). (8.20)
We give several remarks here. Firstly, (8.19) establishes a uniform and smooth transition of the asymptotic approximation
at x= βn = 1+b/n since all the quantities in (8.19) are continuous (actually, analytic) at that critical point. It may also be of
interest to explain why there are zeros on both sides of |t| = √2b, and thus βn is not a turning point, as can be seen from
the function A˜(n1/3B2) which represents the main contribution. On the side |t| < √2b, B2 < 0, the oscillation comes from
Ai and Bi; on the other side, |t| > √2b, B2 > 0, we have Bi exponentially large and Bi Ai, thus the oscillation comes from
the factor sin( bπsinh |θ | ). Also, it is readily veriﬁed that (8.19) agrees with (7.5) for |t| ∼ M , and agrees with (6.12) for |t| ∼ δ.
As mentioned at the end of Section 4, the main focus of the present investigation is on the critical points, namely the
turning points αn and βn , and the endpoints ±1 of the continuous weight. In previous sections, asymptotic approximations
have been obtained around and away from these points. For example, the uniform approximation stated in Theorem 2 is
valid for x ∈ [1− M1/n,1+ M2/n], while applying Darboux’s method gives approximation for x 1− δ, with M1, M2 and δ
being positive constants. Thus, there are gaps, (1− δ,1− M1/n) in this case, between the intervals of validity of asymptotic
approximations. Similar gaps also exist near critical points other than x= 1.
As a possible approach to ﬁll the gaps, one might follow the steps in the discussion right after (7.7). Again we take x= 1
as an example. The validity interval of the approximation derived via Darboux’s method could be extended to [−1 + δ,
1 − M3n−ε] for a certain positive ε ∈ (0,1), with less sharp error terms, and the result in (6.12) could be extended to
x ∈ [1 − M3n−ε,1 + M3n−ε]. Adjusting the generic positive constant M3, we see that the extended intervals overlap and
cover the x-range [−1 + δ,1 + M3n−ε]. One might ﬁll all gaps by extending the intervals of validity in such a manner. In
the present paper, however, we would not pursue in that direction.
9. The zeros
In this section, we derive formulas for (i) the asymptotic zeros on the right side of x= αn = −1+b/n, those are the least
zeros; (ii) zeros on both sides of x = βn = 1 + b/n; and (iii) the largest zeros, and their comparison with the mass points.
The formulas obtained are based on the asymptotic approximations stated in Theorems 1 and 4, and in (2.8)–(2.10). Several
tables are attached to compare the asymptotic zeros with the true values.
We begin with the least zeros, determined by the expansion (5.20) in Theorem 1. Pick up the leading contribution and
carrying out the same analysis as in the last section of [2], one obtains
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A comparison between the true values of xνn and the asymptotic value x′νn
for various degree n.
Degree n True values of xνn Asymptotic values x′νn
n = 500 x1n = −0.997475 x′1n = −0.997506
x2n = −0.996984 x′2n = −0.997100
n = 1000 x1n = −0.998797 x′1n = −0.998806
x2n = −0.998615 x′2n = −0.998650
n = 2000 x1n = −0.999421 x′1n = −0.999424
x2n = −0.999353 x′2n = −0.999363
Theorem 5. Let xνn = cos(θνn), ν = 1,2, . . . ,n, denote the zeros of Pn(x), arranged in increasing order. For ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and
large n, it holds
θνn = π −
√
2b
n
+ (2b)
1/6aν
2n5/6
+ O
(
1
n7/6
)
and xνn = −1+ b
n
− (2b)
2/3aν
2n4/3
+ O
(
1
n5/3
)
, (9.1)
where aν is the νth negative zero of the Airy function Ai(s).
Recall that we have a0(t) ∼ C√n with non-vanishing C and b0(t) = O (1), as given in (5.15) and (5.16), making use of
(the order estimates of) the next coeﬃcients a1(t) and b1(t) and the order estimate of the error term in (5.20), we have,
for t corresponding to the least zeros, n1/3B2(t) − aν = O (n−2/3). This follows from a lemma of H. Hethcote, cited in [2].
The speciﬁc t can then be determined by using the leading terms of the Taylor expansion B2(t) = −2(2b)−1/6(t − √2b) +
O ((t − √2b)2), keeping in mind that t − √2b = O (n−1/3) for the least zeros and θ = t/√n.
We attach several numerical tables illustrating the accuracy of the asymptotic evaluation of the zeros at the critical
points. Here and hereafter, the numerical results of the true values are obtained using Matlab, the asymptotic results are
evaluated from the leading term asymptotics. We assign b = 1 in all tables.
The approximate values (on the right side of αn) of the least zeros are compared with the true values in Table 1.
Now we turn to the zeros near x= βn = 1+b/n. Firstly, we recall that B2(t) is an analytic function at t = −i
√
2b. Indeed,
from (8.9) it follows that B2 has Taylor expansion converging in a ﬁxed neighborhood |t + i√2b| < δ0, as
B2(t) = 2i(2b)−1/6(t + i√2b) + O ((t + i√2b)2). (9.2)
Next we consider the zeros of the function A˜(s) deﬁned in (8.20) with s = n1/3B2, on both sides of s = 0. We are able to
focus on t = −i√2b + O (n−1/3) on account of (9.2). More precisely, for s bounded, we have
t = −i√2b − i
2
(2b)
1
6n−
1
3 s + O (n− 23 ), bπ
sinh |θ | = π
√
b
2
√
n− π
4
(2b)
1
6n
1
6 s + O (n− 16 ). (9.3)
Therefore, the zeros of A˜(s) can be approximated, with an error O (n−1/6), by the solutions of
Ai(s) cos
(
π
√
b
2
√
n− π
4
(2b)
1
6n
1
6 s
)
− Bi(s) sin
(
π
√
b
2
√
n− π
4
(2b)
1
6n
1
6 s
)
= 0. (9.4)
Now we denote respectively by s = cνn and s = dνn the negative and non-negative solutions of (9.4), with · · · < c2n <
c1n < d1n < d2n < · · · . It is readily observed that for ﬁxed ν , cνn,dνn = O (n−1/6). The reason is that there are phase changes
on the left-hand side of (9.4) when s varies from 0 to approximately the multiples of ±4(2b)−1/6n−1/6. In fact, recalling
that Bi(0) = √3Ai(0), from (9.4) we have
sin
(
π
√
b
2
√
n− π
4
(2b)
1
6n
1
6 s − π
6
)
= O (n− 16 ) (9.5)
and, accordingly,
cνn = 4(nε − ν)
(2b)1/6
n−1/6 + O (n−1/3), dνn = 4(nε + ν − 1)
(2b)1/6
n−1/6 + O (n−1/3) (9.6)
for ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and n → ∞, where nε =
√
bn/2− 1/6− [√bn/2− 1/6] denotes the fraction part.
To obtain the zeros on the left and right sides of βn = 1 + b/n, analysis can be carried out along the same line as
(9.3)–(9.6). Recalling that x = cos θ = cosh |θ | with θ = −i|t|/√n for x > 1, in terms of cνn and dνn , asymptotic approxima-
tions are obtained by combining (8.17), (8.19) with (9.3), as follows:
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The values of cνn and dνn calculated using the leading term in (9.6). The values are O (n−1/6)
but are shown not quite small since 2000−1/6 = 0.282 is not small. Accuracy can be improved
when n is very large.
Degree n c2n c1n d1n d2n
n = 500 −1.71431 −0.44940 0.81552 2.08043
n = 1000 −2.28441 −1.01950 0.24541 1.51032
n = 2000 −1.95288 −0.68797 0.57694 1.84185
Table 3
A comparison between the true values of x˜−νn and the asymptotic values x˜′−νn on the left
side of βn , evaluated using the leading terms in (9.7).
Degree n True values of x˜−νn Asymptotic values x˜′−νn
n = 500 x˜−1n = 1.001875000 x˜′−1n = 1.001911739
x˜−2n = 1.001485000 x˜′−2n = 1.001672299
n = 1000 x˜−1n = 1.000901000 x˜′−1n = 1.000920860
x˜−2n = 1.000763000 x˜′−2n = 1.000827019
n = 2000 x˜−1n = 1.000477000 x˜′−1n = 1.000484232
x˜−2n = 1.000433000 x˜′−2n = 1.000444225
Table 4
A comparison between the true values of x˜νn and the approximate values x˜′νn on the right
side of βn . The approximate values are evaluated using the leading terms in (9.8).
Degree n True values of x˜νn Asymptotic values x˜′νn
n = 500 x˜1n = 1.002209000 x˜′1n = 1.002167211
x˜2n = 1.002547000 x˜′2n = 1.002438717
n = 1000 x˜1n = 1.001021000 x˜′1n = 1.001019746
x˜2n = 1.001132000 x˜′2n = 1.001123677
n = 2000 x˜1n = 1.000517000 x˜′1n = 1.000518432
x˜2n = 1.000555000 x˜′2n = 1.000549387
Theorem 6. Let x˜−νn be the zeros of Pn(x) on the left of βn, and x˜νn be the zeros on the right (included), with · · · < x˜−2n < x˜−1n <
x˜1n < x˜2n < · · · . It holds
x˜−νn = cosh
(√
2b
n
+ (2b)
1/6cνn
2n5/6
+ O
(
1
n7/6
))
= 1+ b
n
+ (2b)
2/3cνn
2n4/3
+ O
(
1
n5/3
)
(9.7)
and
x˜νn = cosh
(√
2b
n
+ (2b)
1/6dνn
2n5/6
+ O
(
1
n7/6
))
= 1+ b
n
+ (2b)
2/3dνn
2n4/3
+ O
(
1
n5/3
)
(9.8)
for ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and n → ∞.
The ﬁrst few of cνn and dνn for different n are given in Table 2, the zeros on the left and on the right of βn are listed in
Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
To complete the paper, we consider the largest zeros. The analysis is based on (2.8)–(2.10). Recalling that h = b/ sinh |θ |,
formula (2.10) implies that
πb/ sinh |θ(n+1−ν)n| = νπ + O (1/n) (9.9)
for ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and n → ∞. Noting that x = cosh |θ | in this case, it follows from (9.9) in a straightforward manner
that
x(n+1−ν)n =
√
1+ b2/ν2 + O (1/n) = xν + O (1/n), (9.10)
for ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and n → ∞, where xν =
√
1+ b2/ν2, ν = 1,2, . . . , are the mass points deﬁned in (2.14). Taking (2.8)
and (2.9) into account, we see that for arbitrary ﬁxed m, all terms up to m in (2.8) vanish at xν . Thus the error term in (9.9)
can be improved to O (1/nm) for arbitrary but ﬁxed m. The asymptotic formula (9.10) can then be improved accordingly,
and we have
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True values of two largest zeros evaluated with Matlab, and two right most mass points given
in (2.14) with b = 1.
Degree n Mass points Largest zeros
x1 x2 xnn x(n−1)n
n = 10 1.4142135 1.1180339 1.4142124 1.1097375
n = 20 1.4142135 1.1180339 1.4142135 1.1180229
n = 30 1.4142135 1.1180339 1.4142135 1.1180339
Theorem 7. The largest zeros of Pn(x) can be approximated as
x(n+1−ν)n =
√
1+ b2/ν2 + O (1/nm)= xν + O (1/nm) (9.11)
for ﬁxed ν = 1,2, . . . and n → ∞, where m is an arbitrary positive integer.
The largest zeros are compared with the mass points in the last table, Table 5.
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